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Early Applications of Magnetism

Chinese spoon:  Compass



Earth Magnetism

42 thousand years ago:  Last reversal of the earth's magnetic field



Magnetic Memories

42 thousand years ago:  Last reversal of the earth's magnetic field



Mechanical gramophone 1870‘s

Magnetic Memories

Poulsen’s wire recorder 1890‘s 

Valdemar Poulsen
(1869 – 1942)



Poulsen’s Wire recorder 1890‘s 

Number 1 application

Magnetic Memories

Tape recorder 1930‘s Magnetic core memory1950‘s 

Magnetic Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 1950‘s Magnetic RAMS 1980‘s 
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Read / Write head

Nobel Prize 
in Physics 2007

Ferromagnets

 exhibit Magnetization

 controllable and detectable 
by magnetic fields

Number 1 application

Magnetic Memories



HUGE demand on data storage

Radiation-hard

Spin not charge based
Non-volatile

Magnetic order

Number 1 for mass storage
Magnetic TAPE 

Ferromagnets

 Net-Magnetisation

 easily controllable and detectable 
by magnetic fields

Magnetic Memories

HDD

MRAM



ANTIFERRO versus FERRO

Antiferromagnets

magn. ordered but no Net-Magnetisation

 difficult to control

- by very strong magnetic fields

HDD
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HDD

MRAM

Ferromagnets

 Net-Magnetisation

 easily controllable and detectable 
by magnetic fields

ANTIFERRO versus FERRO

Antiferromagnets

magn. ordered but no Net-Magnetisation

 difficult to control

- by very strong magnetic fields

”Interesting but useless"



ANTIFERRO versus FERRO

”Interesting but useless"



ANTIFERRO versus FERRO

- by lokally alternating magnetic fields,  
alternating at atomic scale

HNéel

 How can one generate such alternating fields? 

 How can one distinguish reversed antiferromagnetic states?

Antiferromagnets

magn. ordered but no Net-Magnetisation

 difficult to control

- by very strong magnetic fields



Magnetism: Application and Science - mesmerizing,  but …



outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

Antiferromagnetism and antiferromagnetic spintronics

… could antiferromagnetism become similarly important ?
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outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

2) conventional application of antiferromagnetism (exchange bias: keeping the reference layer fixed …)

3) AF  spintronics (staggered effective spin-orbit-fields, AF domain wall motion, nonlinear responses, …)

Antiferromagnetism and antiferromagnetic spintronics

Antiferromagnetic order with spin-polarized bands

… could antiferromagnetism become similarly important ?
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outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

2) conventional application of antiferromagnetism (exchange bias: keeping the reference layer fixed …)
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… could antiferromagnetism become similarly important ?
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Exchange interaction (general remarks)

- reflects Pauli exclusion principle (two electrons (fermions) are “forbidden” to 

occupy the same quantum state) combined with the Coulomb repulsion 

 𝜀(ൻ↑𝑖 ඇ↑𝑗 )≠ 𝜀(ൻ↑𝑖 ඇ↓𝑗 ) neighboring  atoms i, j.

1.1 Antiferromagnetic Exchange Interaction 

20



antisymmetric spin singlet state:

- 2 molecular orbits: (under exchange) symmetric bonding orbital      , antisymmetric antibonding orbital 

,  3 symmetric Spin triplet states:

- 4 wave functions (spinors) with respect to the spin space:

- total wavefunctions describing the 2 electrons (fermions) must be antisymmetric under exchange:

 corresponding energies

… and                                      Hence the bounding orbital with the spin-singlet state is the ground state. 
21

1.1 Antiferromagnetic Exchange Interaction 

The world's smallest antiferromagnet: The Hydrogen molecule 



- 2 molecular orbits: symmetric bonding orbital      , and antisymmetric antibonding orbital 

- define exchange integral:

 exchange energy :

- AF singlet state with                                  , the eigenvalue is  

- triplet states, with quantum number                                 , the eigenvalue is  

- energy splitting between singlet and triplet:  −
3

2
−

1

2
= −2

with the exchange integral:
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𝜀𝐼

𝜀𝐼𝐼

2𝒥

Triplets

Singlet

1.1 Antiferromagnetic Exchange Interaction 

The world's smallest antiferromagnet: The Hydrogen molecule 



Heisenberg exchange interaction

- generalization to many-electron atomic spins  

- ferromagnetic: , antiferromagnetic:

- in general: sum over all pairs of atoms on lattice sites i, j:

- often simplified to only nearest neighbor interaction.
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1.1 Antiferromagnetic Exchange Interaction 



AF Exchange in Insulators

- Superexchange

(localized electrons)

• 3d TM orbitals hybridize with the oxygen 2d orbitals

(“oxygen bridges” transmit the  superexchange interaction)

John B. Goodenough
1922-2023

Junjro Kanamori
1930 -2012 

parallel spin alignment:

antiparallel spin alignment:

hopping forbidden 

because of Pauli principle

energy gain due to virtual 

hopping

 AFM configuration is lower in energy than the FM configuration if 3d TM orbitals are occupied with 1 electron each

• for singly occupied 3d orbitals: AFM coupling 

FM

AFM
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1.1 Antiferromagnetic Exchange Interaction 



Cr: [Ar] 3d5 4s1 

Mn: [Ar] 3d5 4s2 

Fe: [Ar] 3d6 4s2 

Co: [Ar] 3d7 4s2 

Ni: [Ar] 3d8 4s2 

- ferromagnetic exchange for nearly filled or nearly empty d-bands

(electrons can only hop into already with 1 electron occupied orbitals)

Direct Exchange interactions in metals involves overlap of partly localized atomic orbitals

- antiferromagnetic exchange for half-filled d-bands 

25

1.1 Antiferromagnetic Exchange Interaction 



hematite
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- idea of antiferromagnetic order was proposed simultaneously both by Luis Néel and by Lev Landau 

- Néel AF: nearest neighbour moments are reversed

Tetragonal antiferromagnets

weak FM

Triagonal antiferromagnets

TM = 250 K

Morin point

 crystallographic unit cell equal to the magnetic unit cell 

(not perfectly collinear AF 
ordered magnetic Ni moments) 

1.2 Crystal and magnetic structures
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 doubling of the magnetic unit cell with respect to the crystallographic unit cell 

- Landau AF: ferromagnetic atomic layers are antiferromagnetically coupled

Cubic AF

MnO

- idea of antiferromagnetic order was proposed simultaneously both by Lev Landau and by Luis Néel 

- Néel AF: nearest neighbour moments are reversed

1.2 Crystal and magnetic structures



Simple cubic lattice:

28

- antiferromagn. order for given  crystal structure can often be realized in many different ways: 

“A” “C” “F” “G”

4 possible antiferromagnetic modes for 2 magn. sublattices with 𝐌1 = −𝐌2

 Frustration

1.2 Crystal and magnetic structures
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- two possible exchange interactions, nearest and next nearest neighbor

- If       is the only antiferromagnetic interaction, it becomes impossible to 

satisfy all twelve next-nearest neighbors  simultaneously

- for af nearest neighbor        interaction only – no frustration  – G - mode

 the “less frustrated ” solutions have eight of them on the opposite sublattice

and 4 of them on the same sublattice, as in the A and C modes

- the final F mode is not antiferromagnetic

Energy gain: - 1/3 J2 Energy gain: - 1/3 J2
No Energy gain!

Simple cubic lattice:

- antiferromagn. order for given  crystal structure can often be realized in many different ways:  Frustration

1.2 Crystal and magnetic structures
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- 3 possible magnetic modes for the fcc lattice: 

 type 2 with alternating fm [111] planes:   type 3 with alternating af [001] planes:  

- antiferromagn. order for given  crystal structure can often be realized in many different ways: 

Face centered cubic lattice (important one, because many AF oxides have fcc crystal structure)

 type 1 

 Frustration

1.2 Crystal and magnetic structures



Pierre Ernest Weiss 
(1865 - 1940)

- for ferromagnets: assume an internal molecular field, which is proportional to the 

spontaneous magnetization of the ferromagnet: (H ais an applied 

magnetic field) 

- magnetization described by Brillouin function with                                           

n is the density of magnetic atoms. 

, and

Molecular field theory (most simple description of magnetic order)  
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1.3 Néel-temperature and paramagnetic Curie-temperature



1

-1
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- for antiferromagnets:  two oppositely oriented magnetic sublattices ‘A’ and ‘B’ with 𝐌𝐴 = −𝐌𝐵

- antiferromagnetic exchange field is represented by a negative Weiss coefficient nAB < 0

- intra-sublattice ferromagnetic expressed by nAA > 0

 molecular (net) field acting on each sublattice:

 no net-magnetization                                               for 

… however, the sublattice magnetization at non-zero temperatures 

follows each s Brillouin function

Molecular field theory (most simple description of magnetic order)  

1.3 Néel-temperature and paramagnetic Curie-temperature
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- Curie law:  , hence

- condition for the appearance of spontaneous sub-lattice magnetization for 𝑯 = 0 :

 determinant of the coefficients of                           must be zero, 

hence                                                                              so that the Néel temperature is

 antiferromagnetic exchange coupling (nAB < 0) 

but also intra-sublattice ferromagnetic exchange coupling  (nAA > 0) enhance TN.

Molecular field theory: Néel- and paramagnetic Curie temperature

1.3 Néel-temperature and paramagnetic Curie-temperature
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 susceptibility : 

- above TN  total nonzero magnetization

- inverse susceptibility vs temperature gives the paramagnetic Curie temperature (typically negative) 

- minima (or small cusp) of inverse susceptibility vs temperature marks the Néel temperature

- from difference and sum of        and        one can evaluate both                          .   

Molecular field theory: Néel- and paramagnetic Curie temperature

in
ve

rs
e

temperature 

1.3 Néel-temperature and paramagnetic Curie-temperature
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How does a simple Antiferromagnet react to an external magnetic field? 

Molecular field theory: Antiferromagnetic susceptibility

1.4 Spin-flop and spin flip fields

- simple antiferromagnet with two sublattices and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (easy magnetic axis) 

 above TN (paramagnetic susceptibility):

HH

 at TN (max. susceptibility): 

 below TN : since no field induced  canting (no Zeeman energy gain) 

, since in equilibrium, the torque on each 𝑴𝑖 is compensated by the 

exchange field torque                          and the resulting 

magnetization do to canting is                                 .           
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How does a simple Antiferromagnet react to an external magnetic field? 

Molecular field theory: Antiferromagnetic susceptibility

1.4 Spin-flop and spin flip fields

- simple antiferromagnet with two sublattices and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (easy magnetic axis) 

𝐻𝐻
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How does a simple Antiferromagnet react to an external magnetic field? 

Molecular field theory: Antiferromagnetic susceptibility

1.4 Spin-flop and spin flip fields

- since                    for                   ”spin flop” transition at applied field 𝑯𝒔𝒇 when Zeeman energy overcomes 

the effective anisotropy barrier



 for T << TN

𝐻
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- for H  : Spin Flop transition 

Molecular field theory: spin-flop and spin flip 

- for 𝐻𝐻𝛼
𝑖 :    Spin Flip transition

1.4 Spin-flop and spin flip fields



outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

2) conventional application of antiferromagnetism (exchange bias: keeping the reference layer fixed …)

3) AF  spintronics (staggered effective spin-orbit-fields, AF domain wall motion, nonlinear responses, …)

Antiferromagnetism and antiferromagnetic spintronics
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2. Exchange bias effect 

41

application for nonvolatile magnetic storage (HDD, MRAM): GMR and TMR  - effects 



application for nonvolatile magnetic storage (HDD, MRAM): GMR and TMR - effects 

2. Exchange bias effect 
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- Simple 2-channel 

resistor model

low total resistance
high total resistance



2. Exchange bias effect 

43

Breakthrough 2004:     Large TMR > 100% at RT due to highly spin-polarized tunneling transport in 

CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ

(epitaxial growth of MgO barrier: spin-polarizing transport through tunneling barrier at) 

(synthetic) 
antiferromagnet

application for nonvolatile magnetic storage (HDD, MRAM): GMR and TMR  - effects 



2. Exchange bias effect 
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Breakthrough 2004:     Large TMR > 100% at RT due to highly spin-polarized tunneling transport in 

CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ

(epitaxial growth of MgO barrier: spin-polarizing transport through tunneling barrier at) 

application for nonvolatile magnetic storage (HDD, MRAM): GMR and TMR  - effects 

synthetic 
antiferromagnet

exchanged biased from top TMR structure 

“strong” antiferromagnet (IrMn, PtMn) for 
high T applications (e.g. automotive appl.)
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2. Exchange bias effect 

after field cooling above Néel temperture  shift of ferromagnetic hysteresis of the FM reference layer by 

exchange bias field 𝑯𝒆𝒙 opposite to the direction of the applied cooling field 𝑯𝑭𝑪

- ferromagn. exchange coupling 
between a.f.- and and f.m.- layer 

- 𝐻𝐶 depends on the a.f. magn. anisotropy 
and the strength of the interfacial exchange 
interaction 𝐽𝑒𝑥

• Meiklejohn-Bean model: 

- coupling to a planar domain wall in the 
antiferromagnet 

- 𝐻𝐶 depends on the a.f. domain wall 

energy ~ 𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐾𝐴𝐹 and on 𝐽𝑒𝑥

• AF domain wall model:

• …
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2. Exchange bias effect 

Ferromagnetic hysteresis 

of the exchange biased reference layer
Magnetoresistance 
of an exchange biased GMR stack
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2. Exchange bias effect 

Magnetic field angle sensor from exchange biased  GMR sensor Wheatstone bridges



outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

2) conventional application of antiferromagnetism (exchange bias: keeping the reference layer fixed …)

Antiferromagnetism and antiferromagnetic spintronics



outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

2) conventional application of antiferromagnetism (exchange bias: keeping the reference layer fixed …)

3) AF  spintronics (staggered effective spin-orbit-fields, AF domain wall motion, nonlinear responses, …)

Antiferromagnetism and antiferromagnetic spintronics

Antiferromagnetic order with spin-polarized bands

4) noncollinear AFM (Kagome AF …)

5) altermagnets (crystal and magnetic symmetries  band structure…)

Outlook and Conclusions

6) Neuromorphic computing with AF
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- by lokally alternating magnetic fields,  
alternating at atomic scale

HNéel

 How can one generate such alternating fields? 

 How can one distinguish reversed antiferromagnetic states?

Antiferromagnets

magn. ordered but no Net-Magnetisation

 difficult to control

- by very strong magnetic fields

3. Antiferromagnetic Spintronics ?
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 Generation of locally alternating magnetic fields HNéel

Special Theory of Relativity

3.1 staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

51



 Generation of locally alternating magnetic fields HNéel

𝑣

𝑥‘

e-

magnetic
„ e- - SPIN “ moment

𝛾 = Τ1 1 − Τ𝑣2 𝑐2
Magnetic field:   𝐻𝑦′ = Τ𝛾 𝑐2 𝑣 𝐸𝑧

(at the moving electron)

𝒔

𝑣

𝒔

𝑣𝑣

eletric field  𝐸𝑧 (in the laboratory)

Electric current (many electrons) becomes „ SPIN-polarised “

3.1 staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

52



electron current j
(through the entire crystal)

j

J. Železný, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 157201 (2014).

𝐸𝐶𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙 elektric field 

−𝐸𝐶𝑟

e-spins „feel“ a negative magnetic field -H

e-spins „feel“ a positive magnetic field +H

3.1 staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

can be generated in antiferromagnets (AF) with lokally broken inversion symmetry 
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y

x

z

A

B

j

Interaction

between

spinpolarized electrons 

and 

magnetic Mn-Atomen in the crystal 
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3.1 staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

J. Železný, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 157201 (2014).

can be generated in antiferromagnets (AF) with lokally broken inversion symmetry 



3.1 staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

y

x

z

A

B

j

extremely fast precession

Exchange field

 spin-orbit torques on  MA and MB are equal

HB

HA

 spatially alternating effect spin-orbit field "Néel-Feld" 

Mn2Au

A

B

J

HA,curr || +z  J

ky

kx

HB,curr || -z  J

J

ky

kx

currAAA HMT ,~ 

currBBB HMT ,~ 

 effective fields are staggered

MA MB

AT


BT


torques  are equal

HB

HA

J. Zelezny, et al. PRL ‘14
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J. Železný, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 157201 (2014).

can be generated in antiferromagnets (AF) with lokally broken inversion symmetry 
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3.1 a) orthogonal switching with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

y

x

z

A

B

j

J. Železný, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 157201 (2014).

can be generated in antiferromagnets (AF) with lokally broken inversion symmetry 
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Electrical Writing 
by Spin-Orbit Torque

Reading

by Anisotropic Magnetoresistance

J. Železný, et al., PRL 113, 157201 (2014)

in AFs with locally broken inversion 
symmetry   “staggered” SO-field

𝐽𝑦𝑦

𝐽𝑥𝑥

3.1 b) orthogonal switching with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

−𝐽𝑥𝑥

−𝐽𝑦𝑦

orthogonal states can be 
distinguished by linear 

AMR response
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XMLD-PEEM

PEEM – XMLD
(P. Wadley et al.)

EXPERIMENT: K. Olejnik, et al., Nat. Comm. 8, 15434 (2017)

Small 
multi-magnetic domain states 

 Electrical pulse experiment in 

biaxial CuMnAs

 PEEM - XMLD

Synchrotron Light sources

3.1 a) orthogonal switching with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields
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 Short electrical pulses

(down to P 250ps) 

(K. Olejnik, et al., Nat. Comm. 2017)

 Polarized THz Laser Pulses

(P 1ps) 

(K. Olejnik, et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4:eaar356)

3.1 a) orthogonal switching with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

biaxial CuMnAs
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 Electrical pulses

(down to P 250ps) 

(K. Olejnik, et al., Sci. Adv. 2018;4:eaar3566)

IR

IR

 Polarized THz Laser Pulses

(P 1ps) 

3.1 a) orthogonal switching with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

biaxial CuMnAs
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Signal relaxation in case of orthogonal switching



CuMnAs
(thin layer,  10 nm)

3.1 b) Néel vector reversal with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

 Current induced antiferromagnetic domain wall motion

PEEM XMLD

 extremely fast Domain Wall motion
(Gomonay, et al., PRL 2016)

``
`

``
`

``
`

``
`

``
`

``
`

``
`
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3.2 AF domain wall motion with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields

 Current induced antiferromagnetic domain wall motion
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Spatio-Temporal evolution of the magnetization at

3.2 AF domain wall motion with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields
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Hso = 50mT 



Spatio-Temporal evolution of the magnetization at

3.2 AF domain wall motion with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields
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Hso = 65mT 



Domain wall dynamical properties

DW1 DW2 DW3

q1 q2

q1 q2 -q3

q2 -q3

-q3q1 q2

Zeeman Energy

Exchange Energy

3.2 AF domain wall motion with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields
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Domain wall nucleation and annihilation

3.2 AF domain wall motion with staggered effective spin-orbit-fields
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Electrical

of

seemingly equivalent

reversed  antiferromagnetic STATES 

?

DETECTION

Anisotropic 

Magnetoresistance

linear response

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



Anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in non-collinear Kagome AFs (Mn3Ir, Mn3Ge, Mn3Sn, …)

Chen et al., PRL 112, 017205 (2014)
Nakatsuji, et al., Nature 527, 212 (2015)

Nayak, et al., Sci. Adv. 2, e1501870 (2016)
…

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states

Anomalous Hall effect (AHE)

(section 4)

(section 5)… in Altermagnets (RuO2 , MnTe, Mn5Si3 …)

Mn5Si3

Šmejkal, et al., Sci. Adv. 6, eaaz8809 (2020); Nat. Rev. Mater. 7, 482 (2022)
Feng, et al., Nat. Elec. 11, 735 (2022); Betancourt, et al., PRL 130, 036702 (2023), 
Reichlová, et al., arXiv:2012.15651



Anomalous Hall effect (AHE)

AHE (odd under time reversal):

T 

broken time reversal symmetry

P 

broken space-inversion symmetry

reverses 
spins

interchanges 
sub-latticesCombined PT symmetry

PT symmetry of the CuMnAs crystal: 

PT 

linear response:

Space	inversion	flips	sign	of	both	electric	field	 and	current					:

E = ( + 𝞷j +…) j

(no	AHE)0

Time rev. symmetry flips only the  sign of the current 𝑗𝑗:  

(even under time reversal + space inv.)

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



(second order response)E = ( + 𝞷j +…) j

Anomalous Hall effect (AHE) in non-collinear AFs
which crystallize in ferromagn. symmetry groups, able to develope
a magnetic moment (Mn3Ir, Mn3Ge, Mn3Sn, …)

Higher order Magnetoresistance

- allows detection of spin-reversal in AF with combined broken T and broken P symmetry

Chen et al., PRL 112, 017205 (2014)
Nakatsuji, et al., Nature 527, 212 (2015)

Nayak, et al., Sci. Adv. 2, e1501870 (2016)
…

(J. Godhino, JW et al. Nat Comm. 9, 4686 (2018)) 

Photocurrents in Mn2Au (M. Merte, Y. et all, APL Mater. 11, 071106 (2023)) 

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



Centro-symmetric nonmagnetic lattice

Mn2Au

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states

PT symmetric Antiferromagnets (CuMnAs, Mn2Au, …) 



- after a single pulse:

at 𝜔 → 350 𝑇𝐻𝑧
- 180 deg switching 

at 𝜔 → 0

J. Godinho, JW, et al., Nat Commun 9, 4686 (2018).

T. Janda, JW,  et al.

Phys. Rev. Materials 4, 094413 (2020)

Photocurrent
response

2nd order AMR response

CuMnAs

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



(a) (b) (c)

AFM Magnitude Sign

Fig 4

Photocurrent
Magnitude

PEEM XMLD

CuMnAs
(thin layer)

AFM (~1nm res.) 
(2 μm wide stripe)

Near-field Nanoscopy:
AFM + thermal voltage

Photocurrent
Polarity

Photocurrent

T. Janda et al, Phys. Rev. Materials 4, 094413 (2020)

2	
μ
m

thin 20nm CuMnAs

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



(~50 nV amplitude,  0.01 GW/m2 power density)

500 nm

JQ

-JQ

JQ

PEEM XMLD

CuMnAs

(a) (b) (c)

AFM Magnitude Sign

Fig 4

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



Anisotropic Magneto-Seebeck Effect

JQ

-JQ

JQ

jq ~3 x 106 A / cm2

PEEM XMLD

CuMnAs

(a) (b) (c)

AFM Magnitude Sign

Fig 4

3.3 Detecting reversed anitferromagnetic states



outline of this course: 

1) antiferromagnets - basics (exchange interaction, frustration, critical temperatures and fields: flip and flop)

2) conventional application of antiferromagnetism (exchange bias: keeping the reference layer fixed …)

3) AF  spintronics (staggered effective spin-orbit-fields, AF domain wall motion, nonlinear responses, …)

Antiferromagnetism and antiferromagnetic spintronics
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